CAREER DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

SKEILLS AND MINDSETS

ACADEMIC & TECHNICAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT
- Numeracy • Literacy • Technical Application

21ST CENTURY SKILL DEVELOPMENT
- Teamwork and Collaboration • Critical Thinking • Communication • Creativity and Innovation

CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
- Resilience • Mindfulness • Curiosity • Courage • Ethics • Leadership

REFLECTIVE PRACTICE
- Identify and Understand Skill Development • Build Networks • Reflect on Personal Skill Development

EXPLORATION AND PREPARATION

EARLY • INTERMEDIATE • ADVANCED

TRAINING AND IMMERSION

ADVANCEMENT

- Works Well with Diverse Teams
- Takes Initiative and Responsibility
- Demonstrates Confidence and Personal Agency
- Adapts to Change
- Builds Relationships with Colleagues and Clients
- Solicits and Grows from Feedback
- Communicates Effectively
- Thinks About Problems Creatively and Critically
- Demonstrates Desire to Continuously Learn and Grow

Individual Prepared for the Future of Work and Career Advancement

KEY MILESTONES:
- Secondary Attendance / Secondary Academic Achievement / Secondary Credential Attainment / Post-secondary Connection / Post-secondary Completion / Sustainable Employment/Living Wage / Wealth/Asset Development

THE FUTURE OF WORK

Virtual Adaptive Innovative Cross-cultural
Multi-Disciplinary Computational Design-Driven